
Subject: Merge wealth index with individual recode - Malawi 2000
Posted by jswindle on Thu, 15 Sep 2016 00:58:30 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hi all,

I would like to merge the household wealth index data file for Malawi 2000 with the individual
recode data file for Malawi 2000. I would like to do this because I am then merging the Malawi
2000, 2004, and 2010 individual recode data files together, and the 2004 and 2010 data files
include the wealth index variables (v190 and v191), but the 2000 data file does not.

My understanding is that I will need to merge the 2000 wealth index data file with the 2000
household recode data file first, after which I can merge this new edited 2000 household recode
data file with the 2000 individual recode data file. If that is incorrect and I can merge the 2000
wealth index data file with the 2000 individual recode data file directly, then I would prefer to do
that, but am not sure how I would do it. 

When I follow my plans to merge the wealth and household files first, and then merge the
household and individual files, I run into problems with the output of the merge between the 2000
individual recode and 2000 household recode data files. The files merge, but the merge "match"
results appear to be quite off. The total n for the new merged file is 20,052, which is the total n of
the two data files put together, rather than the n of the original individual recode data file alone,
which is 13,220.

Below is the code I am using in Stata. Any advice would be appreciated. Thank you in advance.

STATA CODE

* Add wealth index to 2000 individual recode
use "H:\DHS\Malawi\2000 wealth recode\MWwi42fl.DTA", clear
rename whhid hhid
merge 1:1 hhid using "H:\DHS\Malawi\2000 household recode\MWHR41FL.DTA"
drop _merge
rename hv001 v001 
rename hv002 v002
rename hv003 v003
rename wlthindf v190
rename wlthind5 v191
keep v001 v002 v003 v190 v191
sort v001 v002 v003
save "H:\DHS\Malawi\2000 wealth recode\wealthmergeprep.DTA", replace
clear
use "H:\DHS\Malawi\2000 individual recode\MWIR41FL.DTA", clear
sort v001 v002 v003
merge m:1 v001 v002 v003 using "H:\DHS\Malawi\2000 wealth recode\wealthmergeprep.DTA"

This is the output generated after the merge command:
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. merge m:1 v001 v002 v003 using "H:\DHS\Malawi\2000 wealth recode\wealthmergeprep.DTA"

    Result                           # of obs.
    -----------------------------------------
    not matched                        12,671
        from master                     5,839  (_merge==1)
        from using                      6,832  (_merge==2)

    matched                             7,381  (_merge==3)
    -----------------------------------------

. 
end of do-file

Subject: Re: Merge wealth index with individual recode - Malawi 2000
Posted by Liz-DHS on Fri, 23 Sep 2016 00:56:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear User,
A response from one of our experts, Dr. Sarah Staveteig:
Quote:
The household ID (whhid) in the Malawi 2000 wealth index file is a concatenation of the cluster
number and the household number. It is similar to the caseid string found in the IR file except that
caseid also has the respondent's line number at the end.* To directly merge the IR file with the WI
file, you have three options: (1) create a new whhid in the IR file based only on v001 and v002, (2)
parse out a numeric cluster number and numeric household number from whhid in the WI file to
merge with v001 and v002, or (3) truncate the caseid string in the IR file to match whhid by
excluding the respondent's line number. 

Option 1 requires that you know the rules for spacing strings within whhid and add a certain
number of spaces based on the number of digits in the cluster number. Option 2 involves splitting
a string and transforming it into numeric values. Option 3 is the most straightforward, as you only
need to know the length of whhid and truncate caseid to that width. 

To determine how long whhid is in the WI file, you can click on "variable properties" in the bottom
right corner of your Stata screen, or type:

describe whhid

Quote:
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Stata will tell you that it is a 12-character string. Based on that information, you can use the
substring command to return that number of characters from caseid in the MWIR41FL file.
Namely:

gen whhid = substr(caseid,1,12)

Quote:
Now, if you merge whhid between IR and WI files they will match. 

For clarity, the full code is:

use MWIR41FL
gen whhid = substr(caseid,1,12)
merge m:1 whhid using "MWwi42fl"

*  According to the DHS recode manual, CASEID is typically a concatenation of v001, v002, and
v003. To confirm that this is true in Malawi, browse the first few columns of MWIR41FL or open
that dataset and type 

list caseid v001-v003 in 1/10 

Then browse the first few rows of MWwi42fl or open it and type

list whhid in 1/10
 
You can see that caseid is indeed v001, v002, and v003 concatenated together with extra spaces
for alignment and that whhid is similar to caseid except--as it is a household-level dataset--there is
no respondent line number.

Subject: Re: Merge wealth index with individual recode - Malawi 2000
Posted by jswindle on Fri, 23 Sep 2016 18:02:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

This worked perfectly. I just had to make sure that I also:

drop if _merge==2

Thank you for your help.

Subject: Re: Merge wealth index with individual recode - Malawi 2000
Posted by lka035 on Thu, 19 Jan 2017 11:39:09 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
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I have managed to merge wealth index with individual recode file for Zambia 2001/2. The variable
is continuous and need assistance in grouping them into categorical variables just like the v190 in
the 2007 survey. Where can I find information on the parameters used for each quintile range?

Subject: Re: Merge wealth index with individual recode - Malawi 2000
Posted by Liz-DHS on Fri, 03 Feb 2017 18:51:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear User,
Try looking at the following resources:  The DHS Wealth Index "Comparative Report 6" http://
www.dhsprogram.com/publications/publication-cr6-comparative- reports.cfm  and the link on
"Wealth Index Construction" also on our website http://
www.dhsprogram.com/topics/wealth-index/Wealth-Index-Construc tion.cfm
After reviewing these resources you still have questions, please feel free to post again.  Thank
you!
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